
Pallas Kite Week
Snowkiting in Lapland Arctic circle

February 18-2  202

Hey you ! When was the 
last time you did 

something for the first 
time ?





To be free. Free as the wind. Free to fly 

away, stop, then start again. Free to 

live your passion, to stop time in front 

of a preserved nature. 

At Snowkite Sensation, we believe in 

simple pleasures and this is precisely 

what we offer you: freedom. This is 

why our trips are tailor-made for 

snowkiting enthusiasts by snowkiting 

enthusiasts. Our clients are free to 

choose among our services, with 

multiple options available to them.

Freedom is also moments of 

conviviality, whilst you can enjoy 

intense riding sensations, you also 

want to share them. So take a look at 

our snowkite travel collection, because 

what we have to offer, we have already 

done.

Lovers of wide open spaces and 

freedom, snowkiting is for you.

 ADVENTURE. AND .KITING. 
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 YOUR. .ADVENTURE.

Join us for the highly anticipated 
10th edition of the Pallas Kite 
Week! This extraordinary event 
will take place at the renowned 
Pallas Hotel, which will open its 
doors one week in advance 
exclusively for this occasion. We 
extend a warm invitation to 
snowkite beginners, as lessons 
will be available to kickstart your 
thrilling journey. The Pallas Kite 
Week is not a kite competition; 
it’s a week filled with intense 
snowkiting, exhilaration, and 
endless fun. Prepare to be 
captivated by the unique 
atmosphere created by 
passionate kiters from around the 
globe. Your only concern will be 
selecting the perfect kite size to 
match the conditions and 
maximize your enjoyment. 

In addition to the remarkable 
Pallas Kite Week experience, we 
are delighted to offer two editions 
tailored to different audiences. 
The first edition is a cherished 
event among Lapland locals, with 
approximately 90% of guests 
hailing from Finland and Sweden.
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Due to its popularity, tickets for this 
edition typically sell out within a 
matter of days. However, the 
second edition has been 
exclusively crafted for Snowkite 
Sensation, attracting kite 
enthusiasts from all corners of 
Europe. This edition promises a 
diverse and vibrant community of 
snowkiters, creating a truly 
international gathering. Join us 
and be part of this thrilling 
snowkiting celebration in the heart 
of the enchanting Finnish Lapland.

After an exhilarating day of kiting, 
gather with fellow kiters to share 
stories and experiences. Immerse 
yourself in a variety of engaging 
activities, including mountain 
safety lessons, rejuvenating 
stretching sessions, the thrilling 
Pallas Gnar photo competition, 
and cozy evenings in nearby huts. 
The overall ambiance is 
indescribable – it’s an atmosphere 
that must be experienced 
firsthand. And what better way to 
unwind than indulging in the 
soothing heat of a traditional 
Scandinavian sauna or luxuriating 
in the outdoor hot tub, melting 
away any fatigue and leaving you 
feeling completely rejuvenated.
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Embark on a remarkable 
snowkiting adventure in the 
enchanting Finnish Lapland, 
where frozen lakes and gentle 
mountains await. Experience the 
raw beauty of the wilderness as 
you conquer exotic treks and 
embrace the thrill of the untouched 
surroundings. Nature’s stunning 
masterpiece, the captivating 
Northern Lights, may grace you 
with its awe-inspiring presence, 
rewarding your physical efforts 
with a breathtaking light show. In 
the evenings, Pallas becomes the 
prime location for Northern Lights 
hunting. With minimal light 
pollution and optimal viewing 
conditions, your chances of 
witnessing this natural wonder are 
remarkably high.

If the scheduled dates of the event 
do not align with your availability, 
we have the flexibility to customize 
the experience for you and your 
group in March or April in Lapland 
Levi ski resort close to the Pallas 
hotel. Let us know your preferred 
dates, and we will create a tailored 
snowkiting adventure that perfectly 
suits your needs.

 YOUR. .ADVENTURE.

https://www.snowkitesensation.com/snowkite-destination/levi-lapland/
https://www.snowkitesensation.com/snowkite-destination/levi-lapland/
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Pallas Kite Week  in  VIDEO !

SCAN ME



In the stunning Finnish Lapland, 

Pallas stands out among the many 

mountains for its unique features. 

Firstly, the valleys situated above 

the tree line offer an extraordinary 

advantage – you can smoothly 

glide from one hill to another 

without the need to land your kite. 

With favorable winds, you can 

effortlessly tour through 9 hills in 

one exhilarating session.

Secondly, Pallas is nestled within 

the magnificent Pallas-Ylläs 

National Park. This means that the 

mountains remain untouched and 

open for kiters to explore. Picture 

this: no roads, no rocks, no 

buildings obstructing the 

breathtaking scenery. It’s just you, 

your kite, and the vast wilderness. 

Keep an eye out for the occasional 

visit from a curious reindeer, adding 

an extra touch of enchantment to 

your experience. At the Pallas hotel 

you will be able to start kiting 

straight from the hotel, how about 

that ?!

 THE. .SPOTS. 





Learn the basics of snowkiting in the 

finnish Lapland. The concept of 

snowkiting is quite simple and you 

don’t need to be an expert skier or 

snowboarder to enjoy the many 

sensations provided by the speed and 

the jumps this activity allows. A couple 

of lessons are usually enough for 

anybody to get the hang of the 

equipment.

Though physical at first, it is not as 

extreme as kitesurfing, and more 

generally, it takes a lot less wind to 

move you across the snow than if you 

were kitesurfing on water. Snowkiting 

is enjoyable on any type of snow: 

powder, sludge snow, ice (frozen 

lakes). This makes it a very flexible 

sport that can be practiced in many 

different locations as long as they are 

windy enough. Rest assured, 

snowkite beginners who already know 

how to kite and ski/snowboard will be 

able to manage on their first session!
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 YOUR. .SNOWKITE.  
.LESSONS.
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 PALLAS   HOTEL.



Nestled in the heart of the pristine Pallas National Park, the 

renowned Pallas Hotel stands as one of the finest snowkiting 

hotels in the world. Surrounded by frozen forests and glistening 

lakes, the hotel is accessed via a scenic road that winds through 

the breathtaking Arctic landscape. As you arrive, a sense of 

tranquility envelops you, offering a true escape from civilization. 

Inside the hotel, you’ll discover a remarkable bar and lounge area, 

where you can unwind and socialize with fellow adventurers. The 

hotel is also renowned for its gourmet restaurant, where 

breakfast and dinner are included in your stay. Prepare your taste 

buds for an exquisite culinary journey as the chef presents you 

with authentic and mouthwatering Finnish delicacies.

While the rooms are designed for comfort and simplicity, they 

provide a cozy retreat after a thrilling day of snowkiting and 

indulging in the delectable dining options. However, don’t expect 

to spend much time in your room, as the hotel offers additional 

amenities to enhance your experience. Take a soothing break in 

the rejuvenating sauna or luxuriate in the outdoor jacuzzi, 

immersing yourself in the serenity of the Arctic surroundings. In 

the evenings, live music sets the perfect ambiance in the bar, 

adding a touch of enchantment to your stay.



 LEVIN  .IGLUT****



Experience an enchanting journey at Levin Iglut – Golden Crown, 

where your dreams come to life. Set amidst the captivating 

landscapes of Lapland, these unique glass igloos offer an 

extraordinary blend of luxury and natural beauty. By day, marvel 

at the panoramic vistas of Utsuvaara Hill, and by night, immerse 

yourself in the mesmerizing dance of the Northern Lights in all 

their radiant glory.

Step into your personal oasis of comfort as you enter the heated 

glass igloo. Each igloo is thoughtfully designed to provide a 

cocoon of tranquility, featuring a private bathroom, an adjustable 

bed for ultimate relaxation, and even the option of a sauna and 

jacuzzi in the Northern Lights House Building, allowing you to 

unwind in style.

At Levin Iglut – Golden Crown, immerse yourself in the lap of 

luxury, surrounded by the pristine wilderness of Lapland. It’s a 

place where cherished moments are woven into the fabric of 

your memories, creating an extraordinary tapestry of 

enchantment and tranquility.
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Scrumptious cuisine often serves as 
the centerpiece to an unforgettable 
journey. The Pallas offers a delightful 
culinary experience, showcasing the 
flavors of the region. The hotel’s 
restaurant serves a range of 
delectable dishes, from traditional 
Finnish delicacies to international 
favorites, all prepared with the finest 
local ingredients.

In addition why not try the famous 
ice restaurant. Located within the 
Arctic Snowhotel, the ice 
restaurant offers a truly 
extraordinary setting for dining. 
Guests can savor a gourmet meal 
surrounded by stunning ice 
sculptures and intricate ice art, 
creating an atmosphere unlike any 
other. The menu features a selection 
of carefully crafted dishes that 
showcase the creativity and skill of 
the chefs, making it a truly 
unforgettable dining experience in 
the heart of Lapland.

Here’s our top 5

- King Crab
- Saamen Kammi
- Stefan`s Steakhouse 

Levi
- Ravintola Pihvipirtti
- Ice Restaurant of Arctic 

Snowhotel

IN CASE OF LOW WIND 
CONDITIONS
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Unfortunately, as you would know 

if you kitesurf often, the wind even 

in perfect and renown kiting spots 

doesn’t always pan-out. So we at 

Snowkite Sensation make sure 

that there is plenty for you to do in 

this unfortunate scenario.

SPORTS

Skiing is always an option in our 

snowkite travel collection. In Levi 

you are spoilt for choice, with 230 

km of groomed ski runs. As well 

as 28 km of floodlit slopes offering 

the possibility to ski from morning 

to night. Fat bikes are available to 

rent at the hotel. The electric 

powered fat bikes are a fun 

activity if you wish to wander 

across the natural park.

IN CASE OF LOW 
WIND CONDITIONS
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IN CASE OF LOW 
WIND CONDITIONS

VISITING AND RELAXING

Your package includes one entry per 

person to the Arctic Sauna World. 

The venue has four different saunas, 

each with a unique atmosphere and 

ambiance. After your snowkiting 

sessions, make way for a little 

relaxation, meditation and mental 

and physical cleansing.

After dinner, if you have a little more 

energy left in you, you can head out 

through the forest up to the 

mountains where there is absolutely 

zero light pollution. With some luck 

you will have the privilege to 

experience some of the most 

amazing Northern lights (aurora 

borealis). The walk in the dark and 

quiet wilderness is an experience in 

itself! Make sure you don’t miss the 

final stop in a hut to drink some local 

spirits. Refusing is not an option. On 

another note, the Father Christmas 

village is a 2h drive from the hotel, a 

fun activity if you are planning to 

travel with young kids.





Snowkite Sensation events in video
ETNA  volcano

Svalbard Arctic circle !

Follow us on Instagram or 
visit our website by 

scanning the QR codes.

 OUR SOCIAL  .MEDIA.      
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Kittilä Airport

Kittilä Airport

Pallas hotel
Pallastunturintie 560, 

Muonio

1h00

1h00

YOUR itinerary

Tr
an

sf
er

Getting to Pallas:

In case you are flying to Kittilä there is a shuttle service available. Price for the shuttle 
is 30€/person/one way. Tickets are to be paid to the driver.
Shuttle service needs to be reserved at least 24 hours prior to arrival. The 
company operating the shuttle hopes to get reservations earlier so we recommend 
booking the shuttle when you have booked your flights.

Reservation can be done via email : muoniokt@hotmail.com 
or by phone +358 400 180227

Tr
an

sf
er



A NEED FOR EQUIPMENT

10% discount for our 
snowkite adventurers

UVSCFFCW
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Ozone Backcountry - 159.00€

The connect backcountry Harness V2, has been designed for better support and 
more comfort while still being simple and light.

Explore V2 kite - 799.00€ to 1 089€ 
depending on size  (4m to 12m)

- Single surface dedicated to snowkite 
- Entry level to expert riders
- Light weight and ultra compact
- Industry Leading Internal Re-Ride Release System

Snowkite Ozone bar - 455€

An all-new push-away quick release with an innovative 
one-step Click-In reload function that is incredibly intuitive. 
The release handle fits comfortably in the hand, it is quick 
and easy to activate the release by pushing the handle 
away. A self-positioning release mechanism locates 
automatically, ready to be re-loaded by simply ‘clicking’ in 
the loop

Coupon only available on our store:
www.snowkitesensation.com/snowkite-shopping
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Premium crew / SOLO RIDER

This is the package where you get the most out of your 
stay. Your group will have professional guide for every 
5 people. This means your quide can do a lot with you 
from helping out with the gear, pushing your level all 
the way to providing guided trips around the snowy 
fjells of Pallas
                                    

Cruiser team

Ce forfait de niveau intermédiaire comprend un guide 
professionnel pour chaque groupe de 10 personnes. 
Ici, vous bénéficierez d'une aide pour déterminer la 
taille du kite, trouver les meilleurs endroits pour 
décoller et vous orienter. Le guide peut organiser des 
safaris dans les fjells avec des groupes plus restreints 
et donner des conseils pour le snowkite tout au long 
de la semaine.

GROUP  OFFER 

Group : up to 5 people 

Guiding : 6 days of snowkite 
with guiding. Inflatable and foil 
kites included 

Day off: husky or snowmobile 
tour (optional) + Arctic Sauna 
world
option: overnight hike in the 
wilderness

Group : up to 10 people 

Guiding : 6 days of snowkite 
with supervision. Inflatable and 
foil kites included + extra 
tutoring

Day off: husky or snowmobile 
tour (optional) + Arctic Sauna 
world
option: overnight hike in the 
wilderness The crowd 

Here your group will have a professional guide for 
every 25 guests. In this package guide will provide 
general info about conditions, where to go and what 
to do. Personal assistance is limited so this package 
suits perfectly to groups who wish to do more 
independent action 

Included 

Group : up to 25 people 
Guiding : 6 days of snowkite.
Guide briefing for the day. 
Independent kiting in the 
scenery.Inflatable kites, Foil kites 
with extra tutoring 
Day off: husky or snowmobile 
tour (optional)

option: learn to kite with 
teachersPrice list (price per person) 7 nights 8 days 

(shorter stays possible upon request)

- Single room               
- 2 person room 
- 3 person room

Premium crew
€ 3050              
€ 2830 
€ 2800

Cruiser team
€ 2325             
€ 2080
€ 2055

The crowd 
€ 1960          
€ 1700
€ 1680
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NOT INCLUDED

- Transfer Kittila - Pallas hotel  €60pp return
 to be paid directly to the Taxi 
(advance booking needed see on page 
itinerary) 

- Car hire Kittila (quote on request)                                                                           

OPTIONS TO CONSIDER

- One night at Inglut Levin                                                          
- Full snowkite lessons for the week         
- Snowkite basic course  
- Advanced private lesson                                                     
- Ski backcountry or Splitboard rental  + skins + polls
- Add the arctic sauna world to the CROWDED 

package
- Night in the wilderness min 4 people
- Add Aurora hunting included in premium package

€ 400-500/night
€ 700
€ 280
€ 100/h
€ 400/week
€ 40 pp

€125 pp
€ 89 pp



Our general conditions of sale

CANCELLATION BEFORE DEPARTURE  

In accordance with the provisions of Article L211-14-I of the French Tourism Code, the Client may cancel 

all or part of the Order by sending a registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt to the following 

address at the head of these GTC. The date of receipt of the letter shall be the date of cancellation. All 

requests for cancellation must be accompanied by a bank account number of the person placing the 

Order. Any cancellation will result in the collection of at least the following fixed charges:

- 100% refunded 7 days after the first payment

- Between 60 and 31 days before departure: 50% of the total price of the stay will be forfeited to the 

travel operator. 

- Less than 30 days before departure or no-show: 100% of the total amount of the Order and/or the 

accommodation rental, if applicable.

- The service lost due to the cancellation policy of the agency can be recovered only if the 

Provider has subscribed to a multi-risk or cancellation insurance

More information about our Terms of Sales
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SNOWKITE SENSATION S.A.S
Adresse du siége : 3 Square Lamartine 75116 Siren : 

85195573200017
IM075190065

Téléphone : 0033634170314 TVA : FR46851955732
Email : contact@snowkitesensation.com

https://www.snowkitesensation.com/terms-and-conditions/
mailto:contact@snowkitesensation.com


KEEP IN TOUCH
Pallas Kite Week Instructor: 

Harri 
+358 41 4338602

Your agent :

Victor de Clermont-Tonnerre
Available 24/7

 
victorct@snowkitesensation.com

+33 6 34 17 03 14

SNOWKITE SENSATION S.A.S
Adresse du siége : 3 Square Lamartine 75116 

Siren : 85195573200017
IM075190065

Téléphone : 0033634170314 
TVA : FR46851955732

Email : contact@snowkitesensation.com

mailto:contact@snowkitesensation.com

